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0Introduction
0.1 Aaestan

Avestan consists of Gatha-Avestan and Late Avestan. The
latter corpus is much later than Gathic and the texts are of very
different dates and "auf dem Gebiet fast aller sprachlichen
Erscheinungen" heterogeneous (Hoffmann 1958, 6). Also,
there is no recent thorough treatment of Late Avestan.
Therefore I shall base myself on Gathic. As the two forms of
Avestan are almost if not completely identical (except of course
for recent developments in Late Avestan), it is obviõus to do so
when reconstructing the development from proto-IndoEuropean to Iranian.
The difficulties presented by Gathic are twofold. The fìrst is
that very often the interpretation of the text is uncertain.
However, there is mostly agreement on the identification of the
isolated forms. For the phonology, then, this point is not very

serious.

The other difficulty is the notation. Our oldest Avestan
m^anuscript¡ date from the 14th century. They go back to a text

of the sixth century, when the text was firsi written down.
Andreas' theory that there was an older text which did not note
the vowels has now been almost generally abandoned. The
problems this theory could explaiñ can mostly be explained
without it. For the few remaining problems it cainot be upheld.
Thus diwamna- of our text must cèrtainly have been / d,yumna_/ .
Andreas' theory_._"_tt.q glpllin this very simply u, á ,rorrg
interpretation of D\'\MMN. If it is ro be expläiied from thé
notation_ only,_ o_ne could start from *d,üumnà- (y was at some
time realized [zy] and writen ii) with some kind of mistake in
reading -iiu-. (Perhaps the glide was determined by the
following vowel, as is shown by -uye representin g old *-uâ¿ s *uaai> *-uuit-> -uyè-.Then düurnnawould have become *d,iuumna_
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, which was then changed into d,iuamna-, per}i'aps under the
influence of the participles in -amna-.)
The Avestan script was devised to render the sounds of the
holy texts phoneticãlly as precise as possible. It is farther
removed from a phonemic notation than most writing systems.
One point, then, is that we must reduce the notation to a
phonemic transcription. Another problem is that the text may
have been gradually modernized during the t_irqe oral tradition
(which perhaps went on also after its first codification). This
problem is more serious for Gathic than for Late Avestan,
which dates from different periods anyhow. With few
exceptions the overall impression is that the Gathas are given in
a state of the language identical with the (older) Late Avestan
texts, while we know from its morphology and from some
phonological points that it represented a much older phase of
the language. The problems may be illustrated by duiazãbå
(most recently Kuiper 1978, 21 f., against the interpretation as
* duiãzbdh), which must stand for duí-zuHah/ 'speaking evil
/
invocations'. This implies a development zuH > zu > zgt, > zb.
Further the rise of a svarabhakti vowel between í, and z, which
remained the neutral vowel. (It did not count as a vowel in the
meter. The variant readings duíza.bå,, duída(.) åci. suggest that
this was a recent, facultative non-phonemic vowel.) And such a
vowel between zand b, where the following labial colored it to o
( o is mostly long in Gathic) . And fìnally ah > -å. That the ø is not
old is admitted by everybody. If the form was an .r-stem
adjective, the root must have had zero grade, which was zuH-.
The development zuH- > zå (before vowel) was no doubt a real
linguistic development, only it was later than the Gathas.

Then there was the interference with the texts of
Zoroastrian scholars. E.g. they cut compounds into the
component parts, but often quite wrongly: for duí(a) zabå tl;'e
text also gives duízÕ.bå (the period indicating that the text has
two words but that the editor thinks they were one word).

And finallf, of course, there were all kinds of simple

mistakes in the tradition after the texts were firstwritten down.
Many minor changes are to my mind either non-phonemic

or post-Gathic and are not presented here. They are discussed
in full in my Gathic grammar (forthcoming).
I do not follow the transcription of y, u with ii, ø2. This is
what we find in the manuscripts, but there is little reason to
adopt it in our transcription. y and uwere really pronounced 11,
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ua at one time, but this is due to much later influence of West
Iranian, where this was the normal development. Sometimes
¡
u must be read iy, uu in Gathic, but this is the exception. So íi
uu does not solve that problem. Only in anlauf there is a
difference between /- and uu-, bui" this regards two or three
words. The problem should be pointed out when discussing
these words. The notation ü, u.t, may have led to certaiñ
mistakes in the manuscripts but that is no reason to use this
wearísome notation throughout.

/tr

0.2 Old Persian

Old Persian presents its own difficulties for historical
linguistics. It is a rather small corpus, so that we often do not
have the- required forms. The other problem is the writing
syste-qì: The- readjng inrended by the syllabic script can often bé
established only through comparison with the related
languages, which mearis that Old Persian in those cases d.oes
not present independent evidence. Most consonantal signs can
be read with or without following a, for some also a foliówing i
is possible. Three ways can be followed to determine tñe
reading. 1) Comparison with the related languages, in the first
place Avestan and sanskrit. For our purpose tñis means that
Old Persian gives no independent -confirmation. 2) Later
Iranian forms. In this case, however, we must be certain that the
later form is a direct development of the old persian form and
not of another dialect. Thus Np bata'height, would represent
OP *barda, but NP bunid. a Median form*bna. 3) The third
yay is to use the trans-cription of the form in a contemporary
language, E,lamite, Akkadian or Aramaic. Here again *"
-,rrt
be certain from which dialect these languages to"ok the form.
Also,. the in^terpretation of forms in the"se lärrgrrug.. presents
problems of its own. Thus h(a)-r(a)t(a)
-ort präbuËly was read
/krta-/. Here we decide on morphological grounds índ on the
comparison with Avestan and Sanskrii. That the phoneme r/
/
could be used in intervocalic position (it is a variait of /r/, not
a
phoneme /
¡/ .) , i9 ghown by the Elamite transcriprion
of^separate
some forms with ir (which is in that script used ro indicaie
Brandenstein's remark.(HbAp 33) .K.Hoffmann 1958, p.¡).5
zeigt daß y zunächst einen Vokalvorschlag bekommen iat,
woraus sich ein larl oder LT) entwickelt hat; daher im
Altpersischen die Umsc$eibung des y mit ar,, is not a very
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huppy formulation. Hoffmann only remarked "gesprochen etwa

ar". (His notation a/tameans /rta/ wittr 'bedeutungslose'a-.)
Also the reason why -ar- was written is that one could not
distinguish in the script between CrC and CarC (and CraC and
CaraQ; it is, by the way, not fully correct to say that they wrote
-a'r-.

I do riot believe that we have any metrical passage in Old
Persian (the section HbAp 26 refutes itselÐ, nor do I believe
that Aristophanes has any real Old Persian.
I shall use the signs I and r (not I and þ), because they are
used for the corresponding sounds in Avestan. This I find of
paramount importance, nor is there any good reason to use
other signs. (Also x is easier typographically than b; þ it
typographically difficult, and awkward anyhow)
0.3 Median

Median is known from a few words, belonging to the
administrative sphere, in the Old Persian texts. The results
agree with the dialectology of modern Iranian (the dialect of
Sivandi). The distinctive phonological traits we can ascertain
(of course there may have been more which we do not know)
can be given here

as

well:

PIB

Av.

OP

Med.

H,É

StZ
sþ

0,d

Stz

s

sþ

aisþa-

0y

íry

0y?

xíaya9iya-?

ç

0r

Xíaùrita
-farnah-

lít1

ti
tr
SU

0r

fl-

uu-

f

(uisþa)-zøna

(d1y from t! only if xíaya9iya-'king' }i.ad -0y, which would have
become äy in OP. If it had the suffix -iHæ, it could be real OP.)
That is all we can ascertain.

o'4 Middle

Iranian
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The later Iranian languages may provid" i*n* information
for the oldest history of lranian. See, e.g., R. Schmitt's reviewarticle "Die Bedeutung des Sakischen für Indogermanistik und
Iranistik", Sþrache 17 (197I),50-61. However, this is still largely
a matter of the future. Note, e.g., that for Khotan-Sakarl, which
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is the best studied and the most archaic of the middle Iranian
languages, we need "eine phonologische und graphematische
Beschreibung des Sakischen, denen dann éinè möglichst
detaillierte historische Lautlehre zu folgen hätte"; there iJas yet
l'1och hein deskriptives Wörterbuch.-. geschweige denn ein
historisch-vergleichendes" (Schmitt, p. 6O). Since then Bailey's
dictionary-and_Emmerich's articles on the phonology have
appeared, but this is still only the beginning. Also, I think, the
results will always remain, as far as PIE is concerned, just
additions to Avestan,_mostly regarding the vocabulary, haidly
the morphology or the phonology. Despite his title, Schmiit
remarks "selbst die Beurteilung allgemein-indogermanistischer
Fragen wird vielleicht in dem einen oder anderen Fall mit den
sakischen Gegebenheiten rechnen müssen." (p.57)
0.5 Names and the indirect eu'idence

The large material of proper names is being exploited to
make go-od the scarceness of our old material.Just onê example
must suffìce here. The royal name Viíñspa- has been compaied

with Vedic

aisitdsõ asaãh 'unfettered (i.e. running fieely)
horses.' The conclusion is that the first element continues pÍI.
*ai-sHta- (cf.7.2.2). Of course, the material
must be used with
extreme care, for the interpretation is mostly not so evident.
And the results are limited, for either the linguistic part was
already known (here: Ëldisappears in inrerio, ,1ittutrte¡ ãr if it is
not known, it is dangerous to rely on this evidence alone.
A large field of indirect evidence is provided by the persian
^
forms
written in other languages like Èlamit., Aikudiun and
Aramaic (the 'Nebenüberlieferung'). E.g., the form uisþa-zanain our OP texrs must be Median (see 0.ã). Here Elam.'mi_ií_íá_
da-na must transcribe real oP * aisad,ana-. This case seems very
reliable as the treatment of both plL Égt, and g is the one we
expect in Median and old Persian respectivãly. we already
noted (0.2) that Elam. ir /f/ provdes evidence fór Op y (not ar
or ra). Of course, this evidenðe again must be us.{ with extreme
-

care.

|

i

0.6 The aim of this þresentation

What I will do in- the following pages is to present the
developments leading from pIE to cätiriðand oldÞersian. All
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developments are given, with the exception of a few minor,
complicated cases. As I explained, I will limit myself in principle
to Gathic, as Late Avestan provides nothing new for PIE. It may
be said also that, in my view, Old Persian adds very little to what
can be learned from Gathic. Though the Gathic corpus is small,
it is just enough to document all historical developments (as
well as all morphological categories). The importance of
Gathic, then, can hardly be overestimated in this respect.
A short presentation of the developments may be useful as
the treatment in Bartholomae's Grundriss is very diffìcult to use
(an illustration is that the tables of contents are on pp. 3, 49,
162 and 188). This book, as well as Reichelt's Elementarbuch,
uses many symbols now dated which make its use diffìcult. Also
much attention ls-¡sçs5s¿rily-paid to writing problems which
tend to obscure the linguistic developments (which are really
rather simple; see section 10). Lastly we can now adcl a
discussion of the PIE laryngeals.
The presentation is systematic, starting from the PIE forms.
The detailed table of contents is meant as a survey of the
developments. An indication of the chronology is given at the
end.I

1I am indebted to my colleagues Kortlandt, Lubotsky and Weitenberg

for their critical remarks. I remain solely responsible for errors and
inconsistencies that may have remained.
The
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0.7 The þhonemic systems

PIE

pb6h
rd¿h
Ká*rt

PIIp b
rddl
ôj.Íh

{ i ih
l'- rk g

kw gt gtn

rs z?

S

h1 h2
rl
mn
iu
eoe

h3

rl
mn
iui
aa

o

PIrp b f
rd
e
kg
X
ðj

ej

sz?
hH
mn
iu
aa

6h

õ?

b

f

d

0

k

o
õ

x

S

z?

S

h

r

(ç

m

i

u

a

OP

s)

pbf
rde
kgx
cj
SZ

z

i

s7.

H
r
n
u

z?

u

t

j

ç?

H

GAv. p

C

gh

h

çr
mn

I U lu
aà
^
l-v
Note that phonemes are not always developments of the
I

I

ù

a

phonemes on the left hand side of the same line.
( ) automatic variants
? probably still automatic variants
1. The PIE stoþs

1.1 The PIE aspirated stops lost their aspirarion. This
innovation was shared with Bälto-Slavic, Armenian, Albanian,
Ç,eJg1nic and perhaps Tocharian and Celtic (Kortlandr, IF 83,
1978, 110-117), so it was probably dialectal Indo-European. The
sounds did not, however, fall together with the (pIE) voiced
sjops' as these were preglottalized and kept their glottalization
down to Balto-Slavic and Indo-Iranian (as apþears from

Lubotsky's law; see 7.2.2).
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Ir. 0 has been

considered a common development of Indo-Iranian This view
has been ch{J_e¡ged. One argument was that if PIE bh and b
u

j()

r) i

in Iranin, one would expect that ph and pwould also
coincide (Kurylowicz, Prace filologiczne 17, 1927, 205). This

argument disappears if bh> å was dialectal Indo-European, i.e.
ante-PII. Kortlandt arrived a t the same conclusion as Kurfòwicz , I
(1.c.). His first argument ("the loss of aspiration in *dh yielded
an occlusive whereas its voiceless counterPart became a
fricative") disappears if his third one (dh > d must be dialectal
IE) is granted, for then the developmen t tH> th would be much
later (PII) than dh> d. The difficulty remarns that IIr. l¿ (from
tH) became a spirant in Iranian (0) , which would be a uite
isolated development. Therefore, the solution of
l'
Kortlandt (his second argum ent "PIE *t yielded Iranian e
before a consonan t. This development can hardly be separated
-r'm' theli'de ãi¡n those cases where it correlates with Skt. ¿å")
seems the most probable one, i.e. that tHbecame 0H> gas part
of the Iranian development in 1.5. (In PII the ll had become
voiceless after voiceless stop; this situation was essentially
preserved in Sanskrit: tH > th.)
So we have: pH tH hH> f 0 x
Av. ra9a- 'chariot', OP ra9a-,Skt. rátha-,*rotHo-.
s ok:a H-.
G. hu í. h axd,' frien dly', OP H axd,manií, Skç s ákh

t

Ç

1.3 The PIE labio-velars lost their labial articulation, They
coincided with the depalatized variants of the PIE palatals after
uand s. The sequence såui coincided with s#i.
evolved in PII, and the velars n S *
(from 1.3) were palatalized before ã í i.-lhe two series did not
coincide as they are still different in lranian. The developments

1.4 The PIE palatals tí, g *

were:

PIE
ÉÉ*
kS{

PII
ójjh.
ðll"

SKt.

íjh

cjh

Iran.
Av,szz,

cjj

oPedd
,l>:
Çtt

lt

The IIr. stage of the PIE palatals was earlier reconstructed as i i
ihbut 1) if Skt. Twas an affricate, it is probable that they still
had a stop segment; 2) in Kafiri they are still affricates; 3) OP 0
d can be better explained from sounds with a stop segment
The
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than from í i. (Thus Burrow, Skt. Gramm., 73) I write ó j, which
may have been approximately lty, dyl. This means that plr. still
had ô j (because of point 3). The palatalized À will be noted ã. It
may have been a Icy].
1.5 Voiceless stops before a consonant became fricatives

G.

/fra/

in PIr.

, OP fra-, Skt. prá.

A preceding s or i blocked the developmenr;(G. fstraHam
'star''gen. pl.; C. /uaista/ 'you know' < *-tHa which became
/-0a/ elsewhere; G. uítra-'camel' (in OP the normal

development seems to have occurred, see 1.19).
The only exception is pt, which is found thus in Avestan
(G.
ltaptg9ø/ 'seventh'); NP hafi may indicate that it became /
in- OP. It is improbable that ft was changed back to þt, btrt
otherwise the development must have been, at least in part, one
of the separate languages, which is even less probable.

The developmçnt did not occur before syllabic resonants (G.
þara.2aitc/þrsatai/ , OP pr-s- [p¡s-] as against Ãv. þas-, Op fra7-'to
G: taãm'yort' must therefore be / tuHam/ , as against acc.
1*')
9þprr," OP ?uuam, which go back to 0q, < tp. Thusl uÍt". a srop
m^ust have originated in -iHa-or in -iya according to Sievers, laù
(G. naþtya-).

Stops

in

clusters

Here are treated those clusters in which the stop shows a
deviant development.
Stop + stop

1.6 Dental + dental developed an intermediate

s-sound.,

perhaps already in PIE. In sanskrit this sibilant was lost, but in
Iranian the first dental was absorbed by the sibilant; it is
therefore the same development as in 1.9.

G. cisti-'thought' from * cit-ti-;
OP þøsti'footsoldier' from þad,ai-;

1.7 PIE t4,, â(h) + dental > ít, id
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G. / aaíti/'he wants', *yekÍL
. OP fraíta-'asked', *þrelí-to.
-t:.Jtf l|n> ín sub 1.12.
1.8 Labial +
G.

lí>

Av. JS

*
fíuyant-'cattle-bree der', þlíu-.

I know no instance of a voiced group. The development in
OP is not known.
Stop +

s

1.9Dental+s>s

G. druguasu < *-uat-su, loc. pl
1.10

g+

1í,

s

>

í

Sanskrit has ås. The s had become s > í according to 2.1;

the preceding palatal was assimilated and the geminate
reduced.
G. / daiía/ 1 sg. sub. r-aor. of dis:<*dilí,-.
OP niy a-þ ai í a;n' I h ave wri tte n' fl-p rit|- r-*.
-

There{is no certain example of gs. On g¿s see 1.11.
f\

or s; Bartholomae's law.
An aspirate lost its aspiration to a following stop and voiced
this stop or a following s. The aspiration was lost in Iranian. The
developments are complicated by other developments (dentJ
dent. > sibilant + dent. 1.6; gd > íd 7.7; z > í after labial 2.3 and
velar 1.10; d,z> 21.9). In Sanskrit, the development is not found
before s, because Sanskrit had no phoneme z (or à) ; the group
became voiceless. The major developments are:
1.11 Aspirate + voiceless stop

The
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PIB

PII

Skt.

Ir.

Av.

bht

bdh

bdh

bd

bd

dht

dzdh

ddh

zd

jdh

zd

{t

¿h

íd

id

{.ht

gdh

gdh

gd

gd

þs

bi

bí

bks

bz

dhs

dz

{s
{ht

jí,
o;
n-

z
z

TS

hs
hs

õ;

í
o;
6-

In I-Av. and OP the forms were restored.
G. / augda/ 'he said' from xaugh- ta;I-Av. aoxta.
G. / aruda/ 'complete, mature',_ pydh-tu; Skt. ayddhá-.
G. / didrí,a-/ 'to fasten', *di-drgn-to-.
OP d,u-ru-x-t / druxta-/ 'belied', Skt. drugdhá-.

OP basta- 'bound' for * bhndhta, Skt. baddhá-,
Stop + resonant

l.l2lí,, g+ n> ín
G.

/ raínaHam/ gen. pl. of /

Initial íz- got a prothetic

razar, razan-/ 'pronouncement,.

x-:

OP xínã,-sa- 'to know', *gneh3-slíe-.
1.73 H., g+ m>tfr>
"* normal development of the palatals.
In Avestan this is the

OP asmana?llacc. sg. 'heaven', Av. a,sman-, Skt. aíman-.
7.74 lí, g+ U> Av. sþ, zb, OP s, z.
The OP s, z instead of 0, d < À, f must be due to the following
?,
so there must have been an intermediate stage sr1. Cf.5.3.
Av. asþa-, OP asa-, Skt. áíua-.
G. aispa-, OP aisa-,Med. uispa-, Skt. uííua-,* uilíq.o-.
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The change is perhaps post-Gathic, as zba.ya- was still
/zuHaya-/, so that in this case at least the development- zt7-> zl>

was post-Gathic. Median had sp, see 0'3.

1.1ú lli > Av.

sy,

OP íy?

The Avestan development is the normal one, that of OP is
not quite certain; it depends on Paiíiyauaãdd. (OP writes íi. If
it was pronounced thus, this was a later development.)
7.16 k+ l> Av. sr, OP
1.19.

ç

The normal development þ",,u,, OP has ç10r, see on lr

Av. ni-sraray-'to give back', OP niy-a-çdra)a,nx

for 1,

from lík-,

7.17 hui>

Ir

k!>

'I restored', with

-r-

*l4,lni.-eie- (?).

Av. í1,

í OF íy

Avestan has a special sign for the result of this
development, which was an allophon e of ibefore y. When the y
.í became a phoneme. I t is usually tránscribedp Í
this to i.
*k
1úos'quiet', Av. íyã.ta-, OP
I' c"

f,yur*.

(The development of the voiced stop is the normal one,
jv.)
1.18 hum> km> Av. xm,OP m
* taukman-, SkL tóhman-, Av. taoxman-, OP tauma- 'family, clan'.

1.19 tr,

tI>lr. 0r, Av. 0r, OP ç

OP
change. Kortlandt suggests that it was a sound like the Czech í,
rather than a voiceless r.
0r is the normal Iranian development (1,5), ç a special

Av. xía9ra, OP xíaça-, Skt. ksatrá,.
GAv. uítra- 'camel', OP uía< *uíça- (which form implies
also after i).

The
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7.20 tn> Av. 0n, OP {n
Again a special OP development.
* aratni-

1.21

'elbow', Av. an9ni-, Op araíni-.

ti->

Again

Av.

Ty,OPly

a special deveilopment

of OP.

*sXtti| 'true', Skt. satyá-, Av. hai?ya-,OP haíiya-.
s + stoþ

7.22 s+ lí> s
We have only the verbal suffix ske,which appears as
G.

sa-.

/þrsati/'toask', OP /prsãmirz'Ipunish'. Cf. l.Z (sketo sóe?)

Rzsonant + stoþ
1.23 rt > Av. f (I

simplig îto l.)

In Avestan -rl- became s if the syllable with the r was
stressed. It developed from a voicelesj r, which is written år

before þ and å, where it became voiceless under the same
condition. The accent was probably essentially the same as that
of Vedic. Notable agreements are:
aahrka?

Skt.

qk*/

rnasya-

máltya-

þa.{ana-

frtana

a7n2s0,-

antita-

There are also differences. The accent of the compounds is
very difficult to judge. The form aþantõ.tartr- against paso.tanústrongly suggests thar the forms had differenr acãenß. th. ..-"
holds for asa-: dãji!.anta-.
An added -ca drew the stress to the preceeding syllable:
LAv. mahrha- :G. manhaë-ca.
The forms just cited show that the voiceless form was still
automatic. That such an important word as Aía still occurs in a
compound as -arata- confirms this. It means that the voiceless
forms.were-probably entirely dependent on the place of the
stress in Gathic (so that s was not â phoneme).
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1.24 The correspondence Skt. ås, Gr. kt, khth, þhthgoes, in part
least, back to a cluster of a dental plus a vç'hl. This was s

"g)horn
^at
by Toch. tkarh,, and Hitt. t¿kan from *dli:þh-, as against
'ksam-, Gr. hhthan-. Further perhaps by Hitt. hartagga- if this is
/ harfha-/ , cognate with Skt. iksa-, from * h2rt-Ho-, and Gr. þhtháno
< ri'hnu,a- cognate with Skt. daghnóti.
Such a cluster is confirmed by G. dajitr.anta- /djit-arta-/
'destroying Arta' and dajannspa- / djama-Haspa-/ . / dii-/ is
clearly identical with the root of Skl ksó&ót| Gr. þhthi-in á,ksita-,
Prakrit ajjhita-, Gr. áphthitos and .otrtittn.s a group *¿fuh¡-.
Schindler (Sþrache 23, 1977,27 n. 3) rejects this etymology,
because it shows a development different from that seen in
other Avestan forms. However, the etymology is evident and the
phonetic development is without Problem. The etymology
connecting / djama-/ with Skt. ksama-, Pali jhama-'burning' is
not evident because of its meaning ('with burnt = branded
horses'?; R.Schmitt, Sprache 2L, 1975, 181f.), but the forms
agree so exactly that it can hardly be coincidental. (Nor is the
structure clear. -om- explains the long -d- but then the palatal
must be analogical, which we must aiso assume if it represents
x¿fwhr¡7-*o-; ìtherwise it could be *dg'heH-mo- with
unexpected full grade.) Earlier it was assumed that d7'- was just a
hypercorrect form for i. This is improbable as it is found only
with these two words, and only in Gathic; LAv. has jit.aía-with
d/: simPlified. Also the form -anta- shows that this form is
archaic (cf. 1.23).
",
Along this lineiíve would expect the following forms (in the
last column I add the other representations found; see below):
tku

dg'

Av.

tlí

dg

*tk, * tc> * c
*dg dj> j
*¿s>*s
* rlz> *z

or

,rs

ú
ó-,

LAv.

*í

In this way could be explained Av. zam- 'earth' from
Otheriise one would have to assume that (in *¿fn¡k/
lost early.

Joumøl
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yt

the ¿l-was
The same development must be assumed for the word for
'hundred'. The old theory that it originated from *dlímtómhas
now been proven because the preglottalization of the d explains
the -¿- of Gr. hekatón (Kortlandt).In *dfr.mtóm the d became
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It would have given the development Skt.

ås etc., but
becom'hm-.
-Here might also belong G. ¡haeía- 'teacher, -ing'. The
explanation as due to a false division in /anyatheiíct-/ (L.
'having something else as faith', interpreted as
7-nyo.!kaeía-),
'having-a different faith', is improbable. It would i-ply that ciístands for *tcií-, which seems quite possible.
Th9 s may be found in sae-na- 'bird of pre/', Skt. íyená., Gr.
ihtinos. Greek points to tH-; it has a prothetic l- as in ikh¡hüs. -the
Sanskrit development deviates from fu. If it lost the t-, the same
could have happened in Avesta and the s- would not be
relevant.
In Sanskrit tlí ftrst became tô. It coincided with the
palatalized form of thw-, i.e. r/which was generalized. Then the I
was assimilated to k, and the group developed into ås (note that
Às and Às are imfossible in sanskrit).rn g the zwhich is not a
phoneme in Sanskrit, was replaced by i and the preceding velar
was unvoiced. The aspiration in glh had to disappear. So all
forms became ås in Sanskrit.
The difficulty is that there seems to be another series of
representations in Avestan (the last column of the table above).
It is based on the following forms:
'dkm- may have

1. c. / xíayati, xía?ra-/ , Skt. ksá,yati, hçatrá,, Gr. htánmai.
2. G. / agàanuamna-/ 'undiminising', Sk. hsanuté?
3. L. ylaraiti 'to flow', Skt. ksárati (Gr. phtheíra??).
4. G. /íøiti/ 'to dwell', Skt. kséti,Gr. htiza.
5. L. anía-'bear' , Skl. yksa-, Gr. árhtos.
6. G. /taían-/ 'shaper', Skt. taksan-,Gr. téhtan.
7. G. /raíah-/ 'damage', Skt. ráksas- (notwith Gr. eróhtha)

The last forms cannot be cognate with Gr. erékhtha as this
requires a voiced representation in Avestan. G. aíi-, Skt. øÀsí is
quite problematic.
easy solution would be to assume dialectal differences,
,but An
as most forms occur in Gathic where we find the
representation dj-, this is improbable. we should look for
another solution.
onìy reliable form in op is xíaya-. on other possible
- The
forms
see HbAp 43f.
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1.25 Survey of the clusters with a stop

Not mentioned are the general developments, only that of
individual clusters. Forms in brackets are the normal Iranian
developments according to these general rules. It is understood
that the voiced sounds developed in a parallel way.
PIE

lít

PII
PIr

ót

ít
ít
ít

Av.
OP
Skt.

st

þt4,

K,S

þó

cs

fí'

s

fi

s

þ3

hs

lím
óm
srn
(sr) (s*)
ç srn
ír 3m
lil
ôr

s

lí.n

tí,i

liu

slí

ón

t!

ót1

sô

ín
ínl
ínI
ín

ty

s

('y)

sa
sþ

s)!

s

s

í)

ía

(c)ch

PIE

h.um

kui

PII
PIr

km

ðy

s

xn'L

(**)

Av.
OP
Skt.

J

tr
tr
(or)
(or)

s

ç

ls

tr

PIE
PU

tst

PIr

st

Av.
OP
skt.

fr

$s

s/

þt
fr?
pt

tt

sú

tt

ts
ts

þt
pt

1. also g&)n> ín
2. but g,@i> (normal)
2. PIE

TN

$P
írP

h.m

q
tn
tn

t1

0n
( on)

0y
0y

ín

íy

tn

t)

ty

71

s

after i, It, r, kalready in dialectal PIE. In PIr.
we expect on phonetic
grounds, not first íand i> s in Sanskrit.) In Avestan we have -¿í
from -ins, -úífrom -uns and -¡ní. (In OP the relevant forms are
unknown.) Note -iífrom -.FIs (/ sna9ií/).
The development is not shared by t < 14 (aisþa-), s < /s (øs <
* uts) , st < tt (cisti- < x cit-ti-) .
2.1 PIE s became
s became

2.2 lís > ísee 1.10
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Avestan.

* di-d,bh -sa-.

The s < ã followed this development, which shows that it is
late and Avestan only (i.e. not OP, which tras 0 < tí).
G. fíuyant- fr om * plûu-.

2.4 s > å except in the cases 2.1 - 2.3, before stop or rz (where s
remained), and after dental (tu > s, 1.9). The å disappeared
initially bgfore r, and word-finally. In Op å disappeaiéd also
before z (before mwe have amiy and ahmiy'I am'). -

a.-

Av. uraant- 'streaming' <*ruaant-, OP rauta-,PIE*sreu-.
Av. hu- 'good', OP u-, Skt. sz-.
sz became Av. ha, xa, OP uu,Med.
Av. xaa- 'self ', OP uaa-.
L. xa annah-'majesty', Med. -famah-.

f,

As to ha and xa, Gathic has in inlaut -hu- with very few
exceptions, in anlaut always xv-.If -hu-was regular in inlaút, xr_
just allophones in Gathic. (GA;. hu- always notes
a2d
_-!t1- -are
/ huH-/;but / huH-/ is also noted with xú-, which must be a larer
development as appears from the metþi¡)
. The development of å to r¡haftér'a and before a, r, a irr
Avestan is probably post- Gathic.

Ì"^ l'

3. - 5. The PIE resonants

3.1 r'and I fell together in r in pII, except in the easternmost
part.
Vocalic r remained unaltered, except before laryngeal (see
7 .4). 0n the siruarion in Op see 0.2.
Final -¡ became -ar. Avestan has neuters i' -ar, but none in
_
-¡; sanskrit has -arand
-rh rhey must represent pIE -¡ (there
is no certain evidence {,
for -er, -orj also.r.^h for-. *o,rid h..r.
becorne -êr, -õrin PIE). The development, then,ÄeeSpII., but G. *r.,i'
/atym/ 'fire', acc. sg. 9f an old neiter *ãE, and / aud,yíi lcold,
gen. sg., presuppose the
existence o_nominativejin _¡not too Vv
long ago.
:
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In I-Av. -gi-became -ari-.
4.1 Consonantal mand nremained unchanged.

Vocalic m and ø became ø- but arn, a.n before
laryngeal see 7.4).

!, gt. (before

G. / jamyat/, OP - jamila,*{gu7n-iehyt.

5.7 i, and

r.¿

remained unchanged

iand p between vowels remained unchanged. As Sievers' law no
longer operated automatically in Gathic, i and I were both
phonemes. In OP y and u became iy, ua, it seems in all
positions.

The diphthongs became ã,i, ã,u. Avestan had closed and
open allophones (written õi i a,ê and au : ao). fn LAv. the
differencés became phoemic, fê=aiñîc -î¿- was þrobably still
automatic. It has been assumed that ai and auhad become e, o
already in OP.
Er- Ysecame ura- in Avestan, but this was post-Gathic as is
shown

kry

the

*.ç'i

5.2 dui> Av" dbi

G. daibitim /dbinyam/ 'for the second time', OP duaittyam, Skt.
duittyam.

G. /dbiÍya-/ 'to hate'. In l,Av. the d-was soon lost (it is written
!bi-, bi-; the Gathic form is written daibi-, with emphatic
pronunciat-i on of dbi- as ldaiUl'-1¡ .
5.3

lû1-

, 8/,-> Av. sp, zb, OP s, z. See 1.14.

ú.414i> (Av. sy), OP iy? See 1.17.
b.5 t!> (Av. 92), OP iy. See 1.21.

5.6 sy> Av. kv, xa, ap uv,Med./ See 2.5.
6. The PIE aowek
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6.1 PIE e and, ofell together in

lg
7i'''i

À

PIE ¿and o fell together in a.In Avesran the length of the
vowels in many cases does not agree with what we exþect from
PIE. The opposition a: ãis betrer preserved than i: landu: ú,
but no rules have been found yet to explain what happened .

*o
9? in open syllable resulted in long a (Brugmann's law).
This development is of PII,'dare. Gathic has the dévelopment in
the,causatives, type / manaya-/ < *ntoneie-; in accusaiives like
dã.tønm, urvanam; and in ayg- < h2oiu. OP has beside the
causatives (manaya-) and the aðcusatives (asmanam, framatã,ram)
only ddrua 'wood'.
7. The PIE laryngeak

In PII the three laryngeals fell together, perhaps in a glomal

stop, probably at the time when

ø and o merged into ¿.
For the organization of the treatment see the table of

contents. Whereas the Gathic evidence is of unique importance

for PIE, OP has hardly any relevant forms.
7.1 Word

'"'

initial

7.1.1 HC-. The laryngeal was lost without trace. It may have
remained until shortly before Vedic and Gathic. A form iit e C.
hamrídnar- < *kamnaHnar- supposes that x Hnar- existed not too
long ago (it is improbable that in all such cases the word as a
whole existed since PIE). For the Sanskrit intensives of the type
uari-aart- < * Huer-Huert-the same applies.
7.1.2 I:N-. The laryngeal was pres_erved down to Gathic as is
shown by reduplicated forms rlke/(H)i-Hrdyai/ 'to rise', which
presupposes a full Sydg Har-; /,ra-Hyí1o-7 íto alienare'; and by

the componn.dl, which, almost wittrout exception, do not

contract, e.g. / djama-Haspa-/ 'Djàmãspa'.

7.2 After consonant

7.2.I -C}l. In word final position the laryngeal behaves as in

CHC;

see 7.2.2.
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7.2.2 C}{C, between consonants.

The treatment differed according to the syllable. In final
syllable the larymgeal became i in PII.

1rg . med. G. ¿, them. -ai, OP -iy, -aiy. neuters in -lí; G. / sna?ií/
OP hadií.

In medial syllable the laryngeal disappeared in
whereas
G.
G.

it

,

PIr.,

(mostly) became I in Sanskrit.

/ mrautu/ 'speak' , Skt. braa¡ti, * mleuH-.
/þadbií/ 'parh'insrr, pl., Skt. þathíbhiþ,*pntH-bhi.

OP han-tanaiy'to dig', Skt. khá,ni-tum.

In initial syllable the situation is less clear. There is very
little evidence, which is diffrcult to interpret. Best is the word
for 'father', which is G. þta, l-Av. ptta, OP pit¿t. This proves thar

the word had forms with and without I < H. So there must have
been special factors that decided on vocalization. The Gathic
forms /ptã., ptaram, dal þi9raiand f9rai/ suggesr that the fìrst
three forms represent the old system. (If the nominative and
accusative would have had i, they would never have lost it.) This
is best interpreted thus that the laryngeal was vocalized only
when before two consonants. This rule also explains L. tnirya'paternal uncle', Skl þiW)à-, from *þHtyt1iHu (the syllabic r
does not count as a consonant, of æ:rse, as in the dat. pl.
ptarafuo). The development will be PII, for then lranian did not
vocalize laryngeals that were not vocalized in PII, whereas
Sanskrit mostly vocalized the remaining laryngeals. (The word
for'daughter'will also have got I < flbefore /rin PII. Belore tã,r
the laryngeal remained. It voiced the following / in Avesran,
dugHtar-> dug(H)dar-.In Sanskrit gflbecame gh and caused då> d-.)
LAv. hita-'bound' has been explained from *sIfto- (cf.
ViítøHasþa-, Skt. uisüAso asad,h'unbound, unfettered horses'),
which would contradict this view. But it is extremely improbable
that Ir. **pitã, **pitaram, **f9rah, x*f?rai, would have given G.
þtá, etc. Therefore hita- must have an old i¡see Mayrhofer, Etym.
Wb.3,550 and 803. (Aform *sla-was avoideì.)
c -
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7.2.2 CF{C, between consonants

The treatment differed according to the syllable. In final
syllable the larymgeal became i in PII.
1 sg. med. G. -i,

them. -ai,OP -iy, -aiy. neuters in -ií;G. / sna9ií/,

OP had,ií.

In medial syllable the laryngeal disappeared in
whereas

it

PIr.,

(mostly) became i in Sanskrit.

G. / mrautu/ 'speak' , Skt. brauîti, * mleuH-.
G. /þadbií/ 'path'instr. pl., Skt. pathíbhiþ,*pntH-bhi.
OP kan-tanaiy'to dig', Skt. khá,ni-tum.

In initial syllable the situation is less clear. There is very
little evidence, which is difficult to interpret. Best is the word
for 'father', which is G. þta, l-Av. pita, OP püa. This proves that

the word had forms with and without i < H. So there must have
been special factors that decided on vocalization. The Gathic
forms / pta, ptaram, dal pi9rai and f9rai/ suggest that the fìrst
three forms represent the old system. (If the nominative and
accusative would have had i, they would never have lost it.) This
is best interpreted thus that the laryngeal was vocalized only
when before two consonants. This rule also explains L. tairya'paternal uncle', Skt. pipyà-, from *pHtryiHu (the syllabic r
does not count as a consonant, of €€€,Fre, as in the dat. pl.
ptaraþu). The development will be PII, for then Iranian did not
vocalize laryngeals that were not vocalized in PII, whereas
Sanskrit mostly vocalized the remaining laryngeals. (The word
for 'daughter'will also have got i < Élbefore lrin PII. Before tãr
the laryngeal remained. It voiced the following / in Avestan,
dugHtar-> dug(H)dar-.In Sanskrit gflbecame gh and caused då> d-.)
LAv. hita-'bound' has been explained from *sIlto- (cf.
ViítaHaspa-, SkL uisitasÕ a"íaã,h'unbound, unfettered horses'),
which would contradict this view. But it is extremely improbable
that Ir. **pitã, **pitaram, **f9rah, **f9rai. would have given G.
Ptó, etc. Therefore hita- must have an old i¡see Mayrhofer, Etym.
Wtb. 3,550 and 803. (A form *s/a-was avoidèìlJ
' L<
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7.2.3 CHV, after consonant before vowel.

We have seen that the spirantization

of a preceding

voiceless stop was part of the Iranian spirantization
stops before consonant ( 1.5) .
*

of

such

HrotHo-, Av. ra1a-, OP ra1a-,ìfit. rátha-.

In 7.z.àwe saw that voiced stops were probably aspirated by
a-following laryngeal, even before consonánt. Exceptin d,ugd,ar_
there is no evidence, as voiced aspirates were notiolerateä in
Iranian.
7

.3 Laryngeal after vowel

7.3.1 -\lH, word final. The treatment was rhe same as in VHC,
see 7.3,2.

7.3.2V}lC, after vowel before consonant. On the loss of the
laryngeal the vowel was lengthened, This happened in the
:epllate languages, as rhe lary_ngeal is continued by å before s ii-":
in Hittite, the shortenjng of fìnal vowels in the Rígveda, anã'- : *
because of Lubotsky's law in Indo-Iranian (below).
ir" the op
script the length of I and z is not indicated. on Avestan see

6.1.)

/dadati/,OP dadatuo,þt C /d,aHas/,gifr,< deh3os.Av. bam¡OP
bnmt- 'earth', *bhuHmiH- .
,
1 sg. pres. ind. them. Av. -a, -ami, Op ùmiy,pIE*_oH.
G.

Luboßhy's law. lndo-lranian sometimes presents a short vowel
ylr:r. we expecl (zero grade
with
-before.an i o. å.o, or) a long vowel.

This appear. tg.lupp..n
unaspirated våiced såp- The
e.'.planation will be that the voiced .top *us still preglotialized
( þ) and that the laryngeal, which had becom. u gotåt
stop (?)
in PII, merged with the glottalic element before a second
consonant:
*pthz'g> pII
*þa,jrá,> SUt. pa¡rl_;
þa? j->
G. / baßa-/ 'to distribute' from * bheh2g.
*.!ehz_g-=
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7.3.3 VHV, intervocalic. Here Gathic preserved the laryngeal
systematically, and it is the only language to do so; the Rigveda
has only traces, OP nothing of the kind. That the laryngeal was
still there is seen from thJ metþl-. The Gathic me{gt is (only)
syllable counting. Though the'number of syllablës does not

always exactly conform to the pattern, it cannot be a
coincidence that the normal number is restored in dozens of
lines by assuming a laryngeal in those places where the
linguistic evidence requires them.
/ daHah-, hudaHah-, mazdaH-, tanuH, hizuH-/ have the laryngeal
in all forms.
Before vocalic resonant the laryngeal was also preserved:

/maHah/ 'month' < mehlns;
/ aaHata-/ 'wind' < * h2uehlnto-.
We mentioned already /1a-Hyíya-/and / Hi-Hy-dyai/ (7.1.f)
The laryngeal was newly introduced into some forms. Thus

the genitive plural ending -aHam' rePresents the PIE ending
x-om after the stem suffix -aH- of the ø-stems (where -af1replaced earlier single -,É1-). Thematic verbs have a subjunctive
in -aHa, which must be a PII reshaping, for originally the
thematic inflection itself had the function of a subjunctive.
Both developments were certainly PII.
There are a few problems, but not more then one always
finds. In some paradigms there must have been
reorganizations, cf. acc. sg.:
i' ll . ',.

mazdaH-am l:ttt - ã.m ( ¿-stems)
tanuH-ani i¡r'z ( e-stems)

)-'
In his

case

it

seems

that the optatives /

* dyaH-m, * dyaH-s, * d,yaH-t,

edyaHam,. *dyas,

prove that -aHqm"âs the
dyã,t/ from
phonetic development, because **dyam would have been
supported by the other forms of the paradigm. In the ø-stem
inflection there is no trace of the laryngeal (though in IndoIranian only the instr. sg. and the nom. acc. pl. are relevant),
On the other hand the laryngeal must have been there when
the gen. pl. -H-am was changed into -aH-am, see above. (In FS
Kerns I tried to solve the complex by assuming that the
The
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laryngeal was lost in PIE and reintroduced in some cases in FII
or later. It seems better to assume that the laryngeal was rnostly
retained but lost in some special surroundings.) 7.4 ry.H, after vocalic resonant.
7.4.1 BHC, before consonant. yH and
"FJresulted

in ã,in Iranian.

in ar, rytÍf, pH

G. /darga-/ 'long', Skt. dirghá-,*dlHfn6.
L. zãta- 'born', Skt. jaú-, gnhytó-.
7.4.2 BI{V, before vowel. $. became ø4.

'gold', OP daraniyø-, Skt. híranya-, *ghtH-en-iu
G. /tarah/'through', OP ta<ra>,Skt. tirás.
G. / paru-/ 'much, mar/', OP paru-, Skt. puru-, -*þtþr"-.
L^. zaranya-

7.5 Word

/

final

7.5.1 -VH see 7.2.1.

7.5.2. -C}l see 7.3.1.

8. Word,-final deueloþments
8.1

-¿

was lost

in Avestan after

s,

í and n jn OP everywhere.

became -z in Avestan, it was compietely,fost in OP.
* kuid, G. -ci!,

3

OP

-nt

ciy.

pl. inj. pres. inf. C. / ¿a¿an/ , Op

abara.

8.2 -h was lost in oP- (I suppose that
Gathic. In l,Av. itwas lost, tóó.)

it

was

sriil preserved in

OP asa 'horse', G, /-ah/,L.-a.
was

-nh (< -zs) disappeared in Op; in Gathic I assurne thar it
still ther.e (/-anh/ gen. sg. of neuter z-stems , inl/'rv. _ønh

became
8.3

-¿s

.;;-,.,..

-tngi

.,

> -s> -h (nom. sg. ptc. *-qr.ts>*-as>
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Where we find s, it must have been restored (G. / haratã.s/ <
x -tat-s)

.

8.4 In Avestan final long vowels were shortened. In Gathic texts
all final vowels are written long, but this is due to the recitation.
In OP final short vowels were lengthened, but not those
after which one or more consonants had disappeared (8.1, 8.2);
so the lengthening was anterior to the loss of these consonants.
8.5

In OP fìnal -i, -uare written

-iy, ua.

8.6 PII -d,i- .d,rlost their final consonant in PII. In some cases
was restored (e.g. dat. sg. -ai,neuter plural ar).

it

9. Accent

Of the OP accent nothing is known.
For Avestan there are two indications of the accent: rt > s
when the syllable with the rwas stressed, and 4 > úy when the
next syllable was stressed.
On the first development see 1.23 .
The Gathic evidence for úy is limited. The optatives ftyim,
*ya!, sa*yã,! will have had stressed )o-.The yapresents had
stressed -ya-: /yasa*ya-/ yasa.*yø-. Other forms are less clear. So
here again we seem to have traces of the old Indo-Iranian
accentuation. As with -rt-, -ca, drew the stress to the preceding
syllable: gen. sg. ø-stems /-ahya/,but /-aúya-ca/. zartyã,-cri, which
was /zahiHa-ca/ in Gathic, shows that this development was
post-Gathic.

For both developments, then, there are indications that
they are post-Gathic. The Indo-Iranian accent was therefore
probably retained in principle in Gathic (it must not have been
identical in all details).
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70. Chronology

At p,resent I am not able to go much further than to group
the developments into a few periods.
Di ale ct al Indo-Euroþ e an

a.
b.
c.

s > s after i, L[, r, k;2.t.
Bartholomae's law (DhT> DD\;7.11
bh > b,1.1.

Prottlndo-Iranian

a. ku > h;1.3.
b. å > ãbefore ä, í, i;1.4.
c. lí> ó;1.4.
d. l> r;3.1.
e. Brugmann's law; 6.2.
f. ã, õ,> ã;6.1.
g. ht, h2, hj,> H;7.
h. CHC > CiC in final syllables, and before consonant;
ct c)
t.a.L.

Þ7

i.
j

g.HC> aC;7.4.1.

pHV> anV;7.4.2.

Proto-Iranian
a,

tC> 0C;1.5. (including tFl> 0H;1.2.)

b.

ls > s; 1.9.

c,

(u>) tst > sl; 1.6.
(lí,t>) ót> ít;1.7.

d.

(lís,

e.

(lín, gn>)

ón,

f.

(lí*, gm>)

O

(líA, gW>)

óU,

h.
i.

(slí>)

b'

j

g>)

óí,

sô>

(s before

jí> i ã;1.10.
jn> ín;7.72.

ó*,

j*>

jU>

sm, zm;1.73.

su, zu;1.14.

s;7.22. / _
í

/:

i, u, r, h>) />

k.

s> h;2.4.
CHC> CC (everywhere where Hhad, not become I
inPII);7.2.2.

m.

fHC> arC;7.4.1.
çIIV> arV;7.4.2.
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Aaestan

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

(k>) ô> s
ps (also s < h)
(1íu>) sU>

>

sp;

fí

1.8, 2.3.

(hi>) ðy> íy;1.I7.
rt> i;7.23. (Post-Gathic?)
dai> dbi;5.2.

Old Persian

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j

(H,>) ¿> e

(líA>)sA > s;1.14.

(14i>)E>íy;1.15.
(l4r>) 0r> ç;1.16
(tr>) 0r> ç;1.19.
(hi>) ðy > iy; 1.17.

(h*>) xm> m;1.78.
(tn>) 0n> ín;\.20.

(ti>) 0y > iy;1.21.

>) hU> uu;2.4
VHV> v;7.3.3.
(stz
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that this eñicle was written in 1983. It was
meant for a collective volume with a short overview of the historical
phonologS, of the IE languages. This volume never appeared. The
article was now published, but I hacl not seen any proofs.
I

mey be noted

article has severa.l. misprints.
ng 0( ine ) 5 , read: r,- and uuThe

The following should be noted:

p4 1.5 f ronr belor¡, important information
p5 1.5 from beLow, used
p7
3, 5 and B, read dh, ð, g
p7 in GAr,. and OP add: ft I'
pB I.17, rise of I in
p10 1.4, for OP .[n read: Cf . kn
p14 l. 6, read dgwh
p15 ex. 3. read yLaraiti
p16 middle, for PIr ts read s
p21 I. 6, read 7.2.3
pZL L 12 from bel-ow, for of . read: cf .
p22 I,10 fffim below, read: but -im; next line

line:

In this cese; next

was the

p23 1.11 f rom bel-ow, read: and
p26 I.6, rt ) p

n, in
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